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Specialty Products
®

Built just for you.
We believe the customer is the foundation of our business, which
is why we’ve always built trucks that are durable and dependable
to help you succeed. But did you know we manufacture trucks
customized for your precise needs, straight from the factory. Below
we highlight the five most customized trucks, but they are just a
small sample of what Mack can build for you. So the next time you
need just the right trucks for very specific applications, insist on an
expert solution from Mack.

Five-axle, short-wheel-base
Granite Dump.
®

Also known as a Wisconsin Dump, this five-axle Granite dump
truck is built to accommodate extreme payloads in specific states
that allow higher gross hauling weights. To accommodate the five
axles, all air tanks are positioned inside the frame rails allowing a
short wheel base and creating a tighter turning radius, ultimately
increasing maneuverability.

All-wheel drive Granite mixer.
Used for severe-duty applications, this all-wheel drive Granite
mixer allows drivers to easily navigate through difficult terrain. This
configuration has a limited slip differential to provide substantially
better traction.

Tri-drive Granite tractor.
For better traction in both on- and off-road applications, this tri-drive
Granite tractor is the perfect solution. This customization utilizes all
three axles as drive axles. There is no lift axle, providing superior
weight distribution and meeting Canadian regulations.

Granite snowplow.
Powered by the Mack MP™ Engine Series, this Granite snowplow
can be equipped with hood hatches for easy servicing even while
the plow is attached. It features a 20-inch parent frame rail front
extension. It uses the advanced Road Watch® temperature gauge to
read ambient air and road temperatures. It is outfitted with a heated,
tinted windshield and mirrors, and its newly designed HVAC system
keeps the cab comfortable and the windows fully defrosted in the
most inclement conditions.

Granite mixer with Road Stability
Advantage.
Granite mixers with Road Stability Advantage by BENDIX® are
equipped with its top-of-the-line ABS stability system (6S 6M)
capable of recognizing and assisting with both potential rollover
forces and vehicle under- and over-steer driving situations under a
variety of road conditions. The Mack RSA system helps to mitigate
loss of control by selectively applying vehicle brakes, as well as
dethrottling the engine.

